Trustco Group Holdings raising the bar of corporate excellence

WINDHOEK, Namibia - Trustco Group Holdings keeps on raising the bar of corporate excellence
when they received the prestigious Golden Arrow accolade for Leaders and Achievers at the
annual PMR Africa Awards ceremony this morning. This latest achievement which recognizes
Trustco for exceptional job creation, managerial and corporate governance, innovation and
trustworthiness is awarded on the back of the Golden Arrow Award Trustco received in 2019 for
The Most Innovative Companies/Institutions in Namibia.

This year’s PMR red carpet event attended by the ‘Who’s Who’ of the Namibian corporate world,
took place at the Safari Hotel and Conference center in the capital city, Windhoek. The best of
the best of Namibian businesses and institutions was recognized by PMR Africa for their
continued efforts towards excellence, in especially difficult economic times.Through these
awards, PMR Africa demonstrates their enduring commitment to acknowledge the contributions
that all corporates in Namibia are making through their initiatives, strategies, effort and hard
work. The vision, integrity, values, competence and empathy that contributes to ethical and
sustainable business practices are measured meticulously to determine a deserved winner in the
various categories presented. Neville Basson, Head of Corporate Communications, received the
award on behalf of Trustco.

‘Every year, people
expect

Trustco

to

walk away with a
major award, and this
rachets

up

the

tension considerably
when sitting in this
hall waiting for the
announcements.
Trustco’s reputation
was built over years
From Left: Trustco's Head: Public Relations and Corporate Communication with COO:
Marketing, Auriel Aweries

of hard work and
dedication

by

employees from the bottom to the top. We want to thank everyone under the Oshi li Nawa
umbrella, who always puts shoulder to the wheel to ensure that we continuously grow in stature
on the business front of Namibia.’

Trustco Group Holdings also congratulates all the different winners in their respective categories.
Only through their collective efforts in terms of performance and accountability can Namibia be
propelled forward – an essential part in creating a country of opportunity for all Namibians.
Should you have any additional questions, please contact Neville Basson at NevilleB@tgh.na
Published links: https://youtu.be/5fmxR53hK7A
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